Introduction
It's been almost four decades since any human has ventured beyond the confines of Earth and set foot on another heavenly body. Twice in the last quarter century, Shuttle tragedies, resulting in the loss of the entire crew, have meant significant set-backs for the space program, and in particular human exploration.
Yet man's fascination, almost obsession, with space and the other planets in our solar system has remained undaunted. The very idea that there may be some form of life somewhere "out there" continues to fuel our imagination and our desire for exploration. At the time of writing, Cassini has reached Titan, the most important of Saturn's moons, we have been thrilled by the progress on the Mars rovers on the Martian surface, and the DAWN mission will explore Ceres and Vesta, at the extreme outposts of our solar system. The Exploration Initiative (EI), which will include both human and robotic exploration of space, aims to put man back on the moon, and, ultimately, to put the first human on Mars. The protection of valuable resources (the most precious of which is human life), while achieving the complex goals of the initiative, poses significant challenges.
In the remainder of this paper, we will describe some NASA experiences with autonomous and autonomic systems, and propose the ultimate self-protection mechanism for space exploration missions (and other systems): the use of biological apoptosis as a metaphor within autonomic agents to provide a dynamic health indicator signal, and a self-destruction mechanism.
Exploration Challenges
The EI poses some of the most significant challenges that NASA, or anyone, has had to address.
Exploration will involve complex tasks and procedures that must be fully automated, even though we have not yet fully formulated all of the requirements.
New paradigms in spacecraft design are leading to radical changes in the way NASA designs spacecraft operations [1] . Increasing constraints on resources, and greater focus on the cost of operations, has led NASA to utilize adaptive operations and move towards almost total onboard autonomy in certain classes of mission operations [2] , [3] .
Almost entirely autonomous decision-making will be necessary to overcome the unacceptable time lag between a craft encountering new situations and the round-trip delay (of upwards of 40 (Earth) minutes) in obtaining responses and guidance from mission control.
More and more NASA missions will, and must, incorporate autonomicity as well as autonomy [4] , [5] . In short: as missions increasingly incorporate autonomy -being self-governing of their own goals -there is a strong case to be made that this needs to be extended to include autonomicity -that is, that there is selfmanagement of the mission.
Autonomy in NASA Missions
Two of the first notable NASA missions to incorporate autonomy were DS1 (Deep Space 1) and the Mars Pathfinder [6] .
In the DS1 mission [7] the responsibility of health monitoring was transferred from ground to spacecraft [8] . This marked a paradigm shift for NASA from its traditional routine telemetry downlink and ground analysis, to onboard health determination [7] .
Some longer-term drawbacks of the approach were discovered. As one of the primary goals was to reduce the amount of data sent to the ground (achieved by eliminating the download of telemetry data), operators lost the ability to gain an intuitive feel for the performance and characteristics of the craft and its components, as well as losing the ability to run the data through simulations [1] .
To resolve this, engineering data summarization was introduced to facilitate ground study of the long-term behavior of the spacecraft [9] . This now represented a fast loop of real-time health assessment, supplemented by a slow loop to study the long-term behavior of the spacecraft.
Specifically the engineering data summarization is a set of abstractions regarding the sensor telemetry, which is then sent back to ground to provide the missing context for operators. This dual approach has conceptually much in common with the biological reflex and healing approach [8] , [10] .
Future NASA Autonomic Systems
The Autonomic Computing initiative has been identified by NASA as having potential to contribute to their goals of autonomy and cost reduction in future space exploration missions [3] - [5] , [10] .
Autonomic Computing is a metaphor based on the biological Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) [11] , taking the ANS as inspiration to achieve self-managing computer-based systems without "conscious effort" from the user. The initiative's initial set of self-properties (self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization and self-protection through self-awareness, self-monitoring and self-adjusting) have been expanded to include many self-* properties leading to the adoption of the term selfware.
Certain missions will require autonomic properties if they are to succeed. ANTS (Autonomous NanoTechnology Swarm), for example, is a mission that will launch sometime between 2020 and 2030-"any day now" in terms of NASA missions. The mission is viewed as an exemplar for how many future unmanned missions will be developed and how future space exploration will exploit autonomous and autonomic behavior.
One such mission (ANTS) will involve the launch of a 1000 pico-class spacecraft swarm from a stationary factory ship, on which the spacecraft will be assembled. The spacecraft will explore the asteroid belt from closeup, something that cannot be done with conventionallysized spacecraft.
As much as 60% to 70% of the spacecraft will be lost on first launch as they enter the asteroid belt. The surviving craft will work as a swarm, forming smaller groupings of worker craft (each containing a unique instrument for data gathering), a coordinating ruler, that will use the data it receives from workers to determine which asteroids are of interest and to issue instructions to the workers and act as a coordinator, and messenger craft which will coordinate communications between members of the swarm and between the swarm and ground control. Communications with Earth will be limited to the download of science data and status information, and requests for additional craft to be launched from Earth as necessary.
Autonomic Computing and Agents
Autonomic Computing is dependent on many disciplines for its success; not least of these is research in agent technologies. At this stage, there are no assumptions that agents have to be used in an autonomic architecture, but as in complex systems there are arguments for designing the system with agents [12] , as well as providing inbuilt redundancy and greater robustness [13] , through to retrofitting legacy systems with autonomic capabilities that may benefit from an agent approach [14] .
Emerging research suggests that the autonomic manager may be an agent itself, for instance, an agent termed a self-managing cell (SMC) [15] , containing functionality for measurement and event correlation and support for policy-based control.
Essentially, the aim of autonomic computing is to create robust dependable self-managing systems [16] . To facilitate this aim, fault-tolerant mechanisms such as a heart-beat monitor ('I am alive' signals) and pulse monitor (urgency/reflex signals) may be included within the autonomic element [8] , [10] . The notion behind the pulse monitor (PBM) is to provide an early warning of a condition so that preparations can be made to handle the processing load of diagnosis and planning a response, including diversion of load. Together with other forms of communications it creates dynamics of autonomic responses [17] -the introduction of multiple loops of control, some slow and precise, others fast and possibly imprecise, fitting with the biological metaphor of reflex and healing [10] .
Biological Apoptosis
The biological analogy of autonomic systems has been well discussed in the literature. While reading this the reader is not consciously concerned with their breathing rate or how fast their heart is beating. Achieving the development of a computer system that can self-manage without the conscious effort of the user is the overarching vision of the Autonomic Computing initiative [18] . Another typical biological example is that the touching of a sharp knife results in a reflex reaction to reconfigure the area in danger to a state that is no longer in danger (self-protection, selfconfiguration, and, if damage has occurred, self-healing) [19] .
If you cut yourself and it starts bleeding, you will treat it and carry on with your tasks without any further conscious thought. Yet, often, the cut will have caused skin cells to be displaced down into muscle tissue [20] . If they survive and divide, they have the potential to grow into a tumor. The body's solution to dealing with this situation is cell self-destruction. There is mounting evidence that cancer is the result of cells not dying fast enough, rather than multiplying out of control, as previously thought.
It is believed that a cell knows when to commit suicide because cells are programmed to do so -selfdestruct (sD) is an intrinsic property. This selfdestruction is delayed due to the continuous receipt of biochemical reprieves. This process is referred to as apoptosis [21] , meaning "drop out", and was used by the Greeks to refer to the Autumn dropping of leaves from trees; i.e., loss of cells that ought to die in the midst of the living structure.
The process has also been nicknamed "death by default" [22] , where cells are prevented from putting an end to themselves due to constant receipt of biochemical "stay alive" signals.
Further investigations into the apoptosis process [23] have discovered more details about the self-destruct predisposition.
Whenever a cell divides, it simultaneously receives orders to kill itself. Without a reprieve signal, the cell does indeed self-destruct. It is believed that the reason for this is self-protection, as the most dangerous time for the body is when a cell divides, since if just one of the billions of cells locks into division the result is a tumor, while simultaneously a cell must divide in order to build and maintain a body.
The suicide and reprieve controls have been compared to the dual-key on a nuclear missile [20] . The key (chemical signal) turns on cell growth but at the same time switches on a sequence that leads to selfdestruction. The second key overrides the self-destruct [20] .
The Role of Apoptosis within Agents
Agent destruction has been proposed for mobile agents to facilitate security measures [24] . Greenberg et al. highlighted the situation simply by recalling the situation where the server omega.univ.edu was decommissioned, its work moving to other machines. When a few years later a new computer was assigned the old name, to the surprise of everyone, email arrived, much of it 3 years old [25] . The mail had survived "pending" on Internet relays waiting for omega.univ.edu to come back up.
Greenberg encourages consideration of the same situation for mobile agents; these would not be rogue mobile agents -they would be carrying proper authenticated credentials. This work would be done totally out-of-context due to neither abnormal procedure nor system failure. In this circumstance the mobile agent could cause substantial damage, e.g., deliver an archaic upgrade to part of the network operating system resulting in bringing down the entire network.
Misuse involving mobile agents comes in the form of: misuse of hosts by agents, misuse of agents by hosts, and misuse of agents by other agents.
From an agent perspective, the first is through accidental or unintentional situations caused by that agent (race conditions and unexpected emergent behavior), the latter two through deliberate or accidental situations caused by external bodies acting upon the agent. The range of these situations and attacks have been categorized as: damage, denial-of-service, breachof-privacy, harassment, social engineering, eventtriggered attacks, and compound attacks.
In the situation where portions of an agent's binary image (e.g., monetary certificates, keys, information, etc.) are vulnerable to being copied when visiting a host, this can be prevented by encryption. Yet there has to be decryption in order to execute, which provides a window of vulnerability [25] .
This situation has similar overtones to our previous discussion on biological apoptosis, where the body is at its most vulnerable during cell division.
We have established the concepts of the HBM and PBM: Heart-Beat Monitor (I am alive) a fault-tolerant mechanism which may be used to safeguard the autonomic manager to ensure that it is still functioning by periodically sending 'I am alive' signals. Pulse Monitor (I am healthy) extends the HBM to incorporate reflex/urgency/health indicators from the autonomic manager, representing its view of the current selfmanagement state. The analogy is with measuring the pulse rate instead of merely detecting its existence.
Apoptosis (Stay alive) a proposed additional construct used to safeguard the system and agent; a signal indicates that the agent is still operating within the correct context and behavior, and should not selfdestruct.
Is there a role for the apoptosis metaphor in the development of autonomic agents? [26] With many security issues, the lack of an agreed standard approach to agent-based systems prohibits, for now, further practical development of the use of apoptosis for agent security in a generic fashion within autonomic systems. We will now, however look at the role of apoptosis in NASA missions.
Apoptosis in NASA Missions
Of course, with NASA missions, such as ANTS, we are not considering a generic situation. Mission control and operations is a trusted private environment. This eliminates many of the wide range of agent security issues discussed earlier, just leaving the particular concerns; namely, is the agent operating in the correct context and showing emergent behavior within acceptable parameters, whereupon apoptosis can make a contribution.
The ANTS architecture is itself inspired by biological low level social insect colonies with their success in the division of labor. Within their specialties, individual specialists generally outperform generalists, and with sufficiently efficient social interaction and coordination, the group of specialists generally outperforms the group of generalists. Thus systems designed as ANTS are built from potentially very large numbers of highly autonomous, yet socially interactive, elements. The architecture is self-similar in that elements and subelements of the system may also be recursively structured as ANTS [27] .
Targets for ANTS-like missions include surveys of extreme environments on the Earth, Moon, or Mars, as well as asteroid, comet, or dust populations. The revolutionary ANTS paradigm makes the achievement of such goals possible through the use of many small, autonomous, reconfigurable, redundant element craft acting as independent or collective agents [28] .
Let us consider the role of the self-destruct property, inspired by apoptosis, in the ANTS mission: suppose one of the worker agents was indicating incorrect operation, or when co-existing with other workers was the cause of undesirable emergent behavior, and was failing to self-heal correctly. That emergent behavior (depending on what it was) may put the scientific mission in danger. Ultimately the stay-alive signal from the ruler agent would be withdrawn.
If a worker, or its instrument, were damaged, either by collision with another worker, or (more likely) with an asteroid, or during a solar storm, a ruler could withdraw the stay-alive signal and request a replacement worker. Another worker could self-configure to take on the role of the lost worker; i.e., the ANTS adapt to ensure an optimal and balanced coverage of tasks to meet the scientific goals.
If a ruler or messenger were similarly damaged, its stay-alive signal would also be withdrawn, and a worker would be promoted to play its role.
All of the spacecraft are powered by batteries that are recharged by the sun using solar sails [3] , [5] . Although battery technology has greatly advanced, there is still a "memory loss" situation, whereby batteries that are continuously recharged eventually lose some of their power and cannot be recharged to full power. After several months of continual operation, each of the ANTS will no longer be able to recharge sufficiently, at which point their stay-alive signals will be withdrawn, and new craft will need to be assembled or launched from Earth.
Conclusions
Space Exploration Missions, through necessity, have been incorporating more and more Autonomy. Autonomy may be considered as self-governance of ones own tasks/goals. In terms of ANTS missions this for instance results in a worker having responsibility for its goals. To achieve these goals many self-* properties such as self-configuration may be necessary.
The overarching vision of Autonomicity may be considered self-management through utilizing self-* properties. As such Autonomy and Autonomicity may share common ground, while Autonomicity adds additional responsibility to achieving one's goals -the shared responsibility of managing the mission. This paper presented an analogy from biological systems, Apoptosis, and its value in future autonomic systems lies in providing an ultimate protection mechanism-self-destruct.
Agents are well-accepted as a means of implementing autonomy. In terms of the Autonomic initiatives, agent technologies also have the potential to become an intrinsic approach [29] - [31] .
A major concern with Autonomy is the emergence of undesirable behaviors and race conditions. Formal approaches to agent-based systems [32] , [33] has a primary focus of identifying these race conditions, highlighting undesirable emergent behavior, and verifying the correctness of systems. However, under certain circumstances race conditions and undesirable behavior may still occur and it may not be possible to self-correct. In this situation, the self-destruction of the agent may be viewed as a last resort scenario to prevent further damage and endangerment of the mission.
